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bank transfers will incur an additional fee of $30. Domestic non-PayPal bank transfers will incur an
additional fee of $15.
Any item may be returned for full refund for any reason if the return is initiated within ten days of a
purchaser’s receipt and the item arrives back to us in the same condition as when originally shipped. Prior
notice of any return is appreciated. Return shipping costs will be paid by the buyer. All items are guaranteed
as described. If a recognized authority finds an item or signature not to be genuine, the original purchaser
may return the item at any time for a full refund including all shipping costs.
Regards, Kurt and Gail
______________________
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1. [ADVERTISING] [TOBACCO] Tobacco card Album of Worlds Beauties: Second Series. Richmond,
Virginia: Allen & Ginter, 1889.
Approximately 6.5” x 8”. Complete with 12 unnumbered
leaves. Each leaf contains 4 full-color portraits of female
actresses, comediennes, singers, etc. Two additional
portraits illustrate the front cover. Hardcover with
illustrated applique on front and back. This album is
identified as A15 in The American Trade Card Catalog
and the illustrated cards are from the N27 series. Sound
binding; top of front hinge just starting to split.
Internally clean. Some soiling and wear to the cover.
This is an uncommon hardcover edition of a cigarette
card album issued as a premium by Allen & Ginter
Tobacco Company; most albums consist solely of stringbound cardboard leaves.
In this example, the
illustrations have been affixed to thick cardstock leaves
and bound in cloth covered boards. Although unusual,
there are examples of other tobacco cards albums being
issued in a similar binding.
Scarce. While string-bound sets of this album occasionally surface on eBay, as of 2017, Worthpoint shows
no hardcover editions having been sold through any on-line venue. No hardcover or string-bound auction
records are listed at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub and no examples of either are for sale in the trade.
$200

Read’Em Again Books #8770

2. [ADVERTISING] [CALLING CARDS] Salesman’s sample book of calling cards. Northford, Connecticut:
Stevens Bro’s, circa 1890.
This “Agent’s Sample Book” measures
approximately 4.5” x 7” and contains over thirty
pages holding almost 100 different calling card
samples. All of the cards are in nice shape and
have been pasted/glued to the album’s disbound
pages. The cover and pages show some light
wear; the gilt lettering on the cover is clear and
legible.
The cards vary in style and decoration. Some
simple, some ornate, some die-cut. Many show
flowers, some feature hands, birds, shells,
butterflies, and agricultural implements or
scenes. One is illustrated with a giant Uncle Sam
waving a flag while dancing on the roofs of
railroad passenger cars.
One similar salesman’s sample book is held by the Connecticut Historical Society.
$300

Read’Em Again Books #8709
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3. [ADVERTISING] [MILITARY & WAR] [TOBACCO] Collection of 345 Sweet Caporal military uniform
tobacco cards. New York: Kinney Tobacco Company, circa 1890.
These 345 advertising cards are affixed to pages within a
standard commercial quarter-leather notebook. The cards,
which measure 1 3/8” x 2 3/4” are pasted/glued to the
album’s pages. 220 of the cards have white backgrounds;
125 of the cards have colored backgrounds.
Almost all of the card fronts are in very good condition; a
few have some edge-wear. No attempt has been made to
remove the cards from the album. The pages are attached,
but the spine is worn and the binding fragile.
These cards are from a popular set (See Burdick, N224).
Some of the cards were issued with white backgrounds,
others with colored backgrounds. Each individual card
illustrates a different military uniform from ancient times
until the then present day, and Kinney Brothers was
actively soliciting military organizations to submit pictures
of their uniforms for inclusion in the set; the reverse of
some cards contains the text “This is the most complete and correct collection of military and naval
uniforms throughout the world. Regiments forwarding COLORED sketches will be included as rapidly as
possible. Also Military Decorations, Coats of Arms and Flags of all nations. Kinney Tobacco Company, New
York. Successors to Kinney Bros.”
$675

Read’Em Again Books #8706

4. [ADVERTISING] [MUSIC] Instructions for Schoenhut’s Toy Piano with an advertisement for
Shoenhut’s Boy’s Outfits: Soldier’s Firemen’s Police on the rear cover. [Philadelphia]: Schoenhut Piano
Company, circa 1895. Staplebound. Complete. Approximately 6.75” x 5.5”. 14 pages of text. Saddlestapled paper pamphlet with front and back cover illustrations in color. Sound binding; some wear at the
spine and corners.
The basic design of this cover was
used for several years. This is the
earlier variant showing both
children facing the piano and their
proud father sporting a Van Dyke
beard and wearing a blue smoking
jacket.
The
rear
cover
advertisement featuring eight
boys wearing a variety of military,
fire, and police uniforms is
especially engaging. There are internal advertisements for toy pianos, glockenspiels or metallophones,
xylophones, Parachute Guns, and the Latest Invention! . . . Gyrograph: The Artistic Top.
$50

Read’Em Again Books #8707
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5. [ADVERTISING] [AVIATION] [CIRCUS & ENTERTAINMENT] [PHILATELY] Illustrated advertising
envelope promoting Billy F. Travise’s Souvenir Minstrels. Sent by Henry Millard. Marietta, Ohio: 1892.
This advertising features an illustration
of an ascending hot air balloon and a text
that reads, “Billy F. Travise’s * Souvenir
Minstrels * Season ’92. & ’93. Touring
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky.” The
reverse notes that for the next season,
the show will be renamed “The TraviseBennedict Original Souvenir Minstrels.”
It is franked with a 2¢ carmine postage
stamp (Scott #220) and addressed to the
manager of the Coalport, Pennsylvania
opera house. The cover is in nice shape;
minor postal soiling and slightly reduced
on the right where it was opened.
This travelling regional show toured the
Mid-West was apparently short-lived.
Billy Travise is only briefly referenced in
period newspapers as an actor,
comedian, and show producer.
However, Henry Millard, the company’s
Advance Representative, was a long
time member of the travelling show
community, having been a “bill poster” for the famous Adam Forepaugh Circus in the 1870s, the business
manager of the Black Bros. Ten Cent Show in the 1880s, and the business manager for the Belmont Show
until it died while touring in 1890. One member of the Forepaugh Circus remembered him as “a beat
whom I fed and lodged (guaranteeing his hotel bill) in 1872, and secured a position for the summer; he
proved recreant in each case, was bounced for incompetency, and I paid the SUCKER’S hotel bill, $25.”
(See Charles F. Day’s route book at the Circus History Society.)
It’s not clear exactly what type of show this was because almost all carnivals and circuses at this time
included a minstrel show as part of their midway line up. For the most part, these shows—which were
incredibly popular with both blacks and whites—began with all of the members performing a dance
routine with songs and jokes, continued with humorous monologues and stump speeches, and concluded
with a slapstick plantation sketch or parody of a popular play. It’s also not clear as to whether the show
included a balloon ascension, although it is probable that it did, as these attractions often accompanied
engagements.
An exceptionally scarce visual record of a small circus-minstrel Midwestern travelling show. Nothing
similar for sale in the ephemera or philatelic trade. Not listed in The American Illustrated Cover Catalog,
and no auction records of other similar items besides this example
$300

Read’Em Again Books #8692
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6. [ADVERTISING] [AVIATION] [CIRCUS & ENTERTAINMENT] [FAIRS & EXPOSITIONS] [PHILATELY]
Illustrated advertising stationery promoting “Professor” Edward Rush’s balloon “aeronauts and
parachute artists.” Signed by Prof. E. Rush. Clay Center, Kansas: 1898.
The advertising features an
illustration of a man hanging by
his feet from a parachute
attached to an ascending hot
air balloon. It is addressed to
“Secy of Fair. McPherson,
Kansas.” The insert contains
illustrations of “The Balloon
Ascending, Leaving the Balloon,
Parachute Falling Through
Space, [and] The Parachute
Open.” The envelope, slightly
reduced on the right where
opened, is franked with a 2¢
carmine postage stamp (Scott #
250 or 251) and postmarked at
Randolph, Kansas on 11 Aug
1898. The letter is legible.
Professor Rush’s balloon and
parachute show toured Kansas
and the surrounding states in
the late 1890s. Additional
printed text in the letterhead
includes a recommendation
attesting to the quality of his
shows which had performed
for three years at St. Joseph,
Missouri.
The handwritten letter inquires as to whether the McPherson, Kansas fair would be interested in hiring
his troupe for the season and includes pricing for various types of performances, e.g. balloon ascensions
and parachute leaps, multiple person and dog ascensions and leaps, parachute races “for hight (sic) . . .
and from clouds to the earth.”
Rush died shortly after mailing this proposal. He was killed during a failed balloon ascension at Grenola,
Kansas on 8 October 1898.
This is a rare visual record of early American balloon and parachuting shows. Nothing similar for sale in
the ephemera or philatelic trade. Not listed in The American Illustrated Cover Catalog, and no auction
records of other similar items besides this example.
$900

Read’Em Again Books #8685
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7. [ADVERTISING] [FAIRS & EXPOSITIONS] [PHILATELY] [WOMEN] Advertising Booklet and Illustrated
Envelope for The Woman’s Magazine and the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. St. Louis: The Lewis
Publishing Company, 1904.
This advertising envelope for The
Woman’s Magazine and the St.
Louis World’s Fair is franked with
a 1-cent green Franklin stamp and
postmarked with a “World’s Fair
St. Louis” slogan cancel.
An
enclosed booklet, “Banking by
Mail. The Postal Bank and Trust
Company of The Woman’s
Magazine and The Woman’s Farm
Journal” shows images of both
periodicals and a model of the
Woman’s Magazine Building (now
the city hall of University City, Missouri). The reverse of the envelope has some minor soiling, several
small pieces of tape and pencil docketing. It is missing part of its back panel.
Lewis was a St. Louis entrepreneur and champion of
women’s rights. He purchased a local publication which
he renamed The Woman’s Magazine and, taking
advantage of “penny-per-pound postage” and Rural Free
Delivery, quickly built its circulation to 1.5 million mostly
rural and mostly female readers. His success infuriated
Postmaster General George Cortelyou who tried
unsuccessfully to extract more revenue from Lewis by
claiming the magazine contained too much advertising to
qualify for inexpensive rates. In 1902, Lewis purchased 85
acres of land adjacent to the planned site of the World’s
Fair and established a headquarters including his
Woman’s Magazine Building, a People’s University, and
an Arts Academy that attracted several premier ceramists and potters. To increase subscriptions, he
founded the American Woman’s League, a popular nationwide organization that sold subscriptions and
used its profit to fund women’s education programs. A People’s Bank (which is advertised in this
brochure) was to be a key component of the League, providing, by mail, otherwise unavailable savings
opportunities for his magazines’ rural female readers. Still bitter from his earlier legal defeat, Cortelyou
again took Lewis to court to shut down the bank before it began, this time prevailing because Lewis’s mailorder services would have been in direct competition with U.S. postal money orders.
By 1912 the League had morphed into the American Woman’s Republic, an organization that focused on
teaching women about government and politics. At its first convention in 1912, it ratified the Declaration
of Equal Rights, and its members became active in nation-wide suffrage organizations.
$150

Read’Em Again Books #8723
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8. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [FOLK & OUTSIDER ART] [RIVERBOATS] Two folk-art pencil drawings of
African-American freedmen workers on the Mississippi River paddle-wheeler W. H. Osborn. From the
papers of Jonathan O. Simmons. Mississippi River between St. Louis and New Orleans: circa 1865-1866.
These two hand-drawn naïve pencil sketches appear on
opposite sides of an 8” x 12.5” leaf of ruled notepaper. The
smaller of the two drawings measures approximately 4” x
4.5” and the larger 4.5” x 12.5”. Both are captioned. The
sheet has three horizontal storage folds with some spots of
faint brown staining. One side shows some pencil transfer
from heavy penciling of the subject’s face and hair that
occurred when the leaf was folded.
The smaller image, which is titled “Steward – Stmr W.H.
Osborn,” shows an upper body profile of a finely dressed
African-American wearing a high-collar, cravat, and coat. The
larger is a full-length drawing, titled The Lamp Lighter on
Steamer W.H. Osborn,” of a different similarly dressed
African-American man adjusting an oil lamp.
The W.H. Osborn was built in 1865 by Commodore William
J. Koutz, a riverboat pilot and captain who built, bought, and
managed what was said to be the largest fleet of steamships
operating on western and southern rivers. The Osborn,
which operated as a St. Louis – New Orleans packet, was
practically destroyed in a horrendous fire in January 1867
but eventually rebuilt. Jonathan O. Simmons was a wealthy
plantation owner who had moved south from Minnesota
after the Civil War and purchased Island 93 and the adjacent
land on both sides of the Mississippi where he employed
African-Americans hired via the Freedmen’s Bureau to
harvest lumber and grow cotton that he shipped north and
south on riverboats.
This is a great pair of folk-art renderings of recently freed
slaves who found employment on a Mississippi paddle
wheeler.
Very scarce. As of 2017, no similar folk art drawings of freed
African-American steamboat rivermen are held by
institutions per OCLC, none are in the trade, and none are
shown in auction records at ABPC, Rare Book Hub, or
Worthpoint.
$900

SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8731
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9. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [MINSTRELSY] [MUSIC] Oh! Dem Golden Slippers. Words and music by James
Bland. Boston: John F. Perry, 1879.
Very early if not a first printing. Approximately 10.75” x 13.75”.
Complete with 6 pages including the cover. The cover illustration
shows caricatures of an African-American couple and the rear
cover features an “Ethiopian Patting Song” which was especially
adapted to “the time honored custom of Southern Negroes when
singing . . . to accompany themselves by slapping the head and
various parts of the body.” Light wear and soiling. Music dealer’s
stamp centered at the bottom of the front cover.
James Bland, "The World's Greatest Minstrel Man,” was a freeborn African-American musician, composer, and minstrel
performer with Sprague’s Georgia Minstrels. He wrote the song
as a parody of a Negro spiritual (What Kind of Shoes You Gwine To
Wear) that had been popularized by the Fisk College, Fisk Jubilee
Singers. Oh! Dem Golden Slippers (which is still the theme-song
of the Philadelphia Mummers Parade) became the most popular
minstrel song of its time and a standard that was performed by
every other minstrel troupe. Other Bland hits were In the Evening in by Moonlight, Hand Me Down My
Walking Cane, and Carry Me Back to Old Virginny, his most popular composition.
$150

SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8737

10. [AFRICAN-AMERICANA] [MINSTRELSY] [MUSIC] The Fete of the Gondoliers: Song and Dance as
performed by George Thatcher’s Minstrels. Words by George W. Lewis; music by Charles E. Pratt. New
York: Willis Woodward & Co., 1890.
Approximately 10.75” x 13.75”. Complete 4-page
folio. Colorful cover features a portrait of George
Thatcher on the front and his entire minstrel troupe
on the rear. Minor wear and soiling.
George Thatcher was a very popular performer who
began his career in 1865, and is recognized as one of
the early “monarchs of minstrelsy.” Eventually, he
began managing his own minstrel troupe and is
known today for the vibrant posters he used to
advertise his shows. This piece of sheet music is just
as eye-catching as his larger advertising pieces. The
full-color rear cover illustration features his entire cast including the orchestra, dancers, Mr. Tambo, Mr.
Bones, and the line of black-faced minstrels.
Very scarce. As of 2017, OCLC shows only one example held by an institution. There are no auction
records in the ABPC or Rare Book Hub databases, and none are for sale in the trade.
$300

Read’Em Again Books #8738
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11. [ALCOHOL] [LABOR] [MARITIME] [WHALING] Photograph album documenting six years in the life
of an itinerant west coast laborer, whaler, and general seaman. Compiled by Henry A. Deneen.
Arkansas, Hawaii, Oregon, Peru, at sea, and in many ports of call: 1919-1926.
The album measures 15.5” x 9”
and contains 100 pages with
over 300 photographs (mostly
3” x 5”), several pieces of
personal ephemera, about 15
newspaper
or
periodical
clippings, and 46 different beer
bottle labels. The photos are in
somewhat chronological order,
and almost all are in nice shape;
a couple are creased or torn.
Everything is pasted/glued to
the pages save for a few
newspaper clippings. Most of
the edge-worn pages are
captioned in now faded white
pencil. The album is worn. The
back cover has been mended
and the binding cord replaced.
Deneen apparently was a seaman and laborer who moved from job to job, documenting his life with a
camera and occasionally selling photos and short articles to magazines, e.g., “Dangerous Static” in Science
and Invention, a short photo-essay about his experience working as a steeplejack on a 600’ tall radio
antennae.
The album includes:




5 photos of the funeral of
Nestor Varrio, a seaman
and member of the Sailors
Union of the Pacific who
was shot at Linnton,
Oregon during a gun battle
with police after he and
other members used a
firearm to threaten scab
dockworkers.
11 photos and a magazine
clipping showing Deneen’s
work cleaning insulators on
a 600’ radio antennae for
station KKK at Hillsboro.

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.













11 photos of a bullfight in Lima, Peru.
18 photos of a whaling expedition for the American Pacific Whaling Company that brought in the
first whale of the 1920 season including images of a fin-back whale at sea, firing the harpoon gun,
and the dead whale in the water and on a dock.
6 photos of Hot Springs, Arkansas including the New Arlington and Waukesa Hotels and The Geary
and Quapaw Bathhouses.
4 photos from 1900 of the shipwreck of a three-masted sailing ship, the Helga, at Waikiki Beach.
Several photos of Deneen and shipmates holding caught fish including barracuda, sailfish, mahimahi, etc.
Several photos of the Hood and Columbia River.
A few photos of clam digging for canneries.
A number of photos of shipmates and ships (both sailing and steam) upon some of which Deneen
sailed including the Frank H. Bunk, S. S. Tennessee, Lyman Steward, and Meriden.
Many other photos at sea and of harbors, cities, and countryside of Alaska, Alexandria, Chile,
China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Mexico, Peru, Portland, Richmond (California), and Shanghai.
46 large and colorful labels from beers of Australia, the Canal Zone, Germany, Japan, Mexico, New
Zealand, Panama, and the Philippines.

A truly fascinating visual record of a seaman’s life in the early 1920s.
$1,500

Read’Em Again Books #8712
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12. [ALCOHOL] Burke’s Complete Cocktail & Drinking Recipes with Recipes for Food Bits for the Cocktail
Hour: The Art and Etiquette of Mixing, Serving and Drinking Wines and Liquors by Harman Burney Burke
(Barney Burke). New York: Books Inc. 1934. First printing.
Approximately 4.25” x 6.25”. Complete with 93 pages including the index.
Original red faux leather cover. Sound binding, clean pages, almost no wear.
Doesn’t appear to have ever been read.
Over 250 drink recipes including 14 classics that Burke identifies as the “World’s
Most Famous Cocktails.” Includes a three-page essay on “The Etiquette of
Drinking” (a surprisingly cautionary warning about alcohol); two pages devoted
to wines, liqueurs, pairings, and temperatures; and an eight-page selection of
“Food Bits for the Cocktail Hour” that include recipes for assorted canapes,
lobster dishes, rarebits, and sandwiches.
Seldom found in condition this nice, especially first printings.
$250

Read’Em Again Books #8728

13. [ALCOHOL] 100 Famous Cocktails: The Romance of Wines and Liquors: Etiquette . . . Service. In
collaborations with Oscar of the Waldorf. Illustrated by Henry Stahlhut. New York: Kenilworth Press,
1934. First printing.
Approximately 5.5” x 6.5”. Complete with 44 pages: title page, copyright page,
frontispiece, illustration, and 42 text pages (erroneously numbered 6-46) and
table of contents. The frontispiece is a tipped in photograph “Oscar: Host ‘Par
Excellence’ of The Waldorf-Astoria.” Sound binding with clean pages. Almost
no wear; some spots of discoloration on the front cover. Doesn’t appear to
have ever been read.
About 115 drink recipes identified in the table of contents as “Drinks Made
Famous at the Waldorf,” along with a five-page essay on “The Romance of
Wines and Liquors,” three pages describing “The Correct Service” of wine,
three pages illustrating “Correct Glassware,” and a two-page summary of
“Waldorf Bar History.”
Oscar Tschirky, widely known as Oscar of the Waldorf, was the long-time
maître d'hôtel of Delmonico's Restaurant and later the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Although Oscar never worked as a chef, he is credited with creating the
Waldorf Salad, modifying Eggs Benedict into the dish we know today, and
popularizing Thousand Island salad dressing. In addition to this bartending
book, he published a large 900-page cookbook.
Seldom found in condition this nice.
$300

Read’Em Again Books #8729
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14. [AMBROISE PARE] [MONSTERS & MONSTROSITIES] 16th century leaf with four illustrations of sea
monsters including a Monkfish and Seabishop from Ambroise Paré’s Monsters. Paris: Chez G Boun,
1585.
This leaf (M.LXV-M.LXVI) measures approximately 8.25” x 12.5” and
came from the 1585 printing of Les Oeuvres d’Ambroise . . . Des
Monstres. The images are strong. The leaf has some minor soiling
and edge-wear.
This leaf contains two of the most famous ichthyological illustrations
of all time: the Monkfish and Seabishop. The text notes (in a rough
translation) “In Norway many saw a monster that was caught in a
tempestuous sea that they called a Monk by reason of its shape”
and that “In 1531, there was seen a sea monster that looked like a
scaly Bishop in his habit.” The two other illustrations show “a Seamonster with a head like a bear” and “a scaly Lion-like SeaMonster.”
Paré, the preeminent surgeon of his time, is considered one of the
fathers of surgery and forensic pathology as well as a pioneer in
battlefield medicine and prosthetic design. He also had a scholarly
interest in natural history, especially reports of “miraculous” or
“monstrous” creatures and malformed births.
We have many other Paré illustrations available here.
$350 SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8742

15. [AMROISE PARE] [MEDICINE] [PROSTHETICS] 16th century leaf with the famous illustration of
Ambroise Paré’s Artificial Hand. Paris: Chez G Boun, 1585.
This leaf (IX.CXV-IX.CXVI) measures approximately 8.25” x 12.5” and
came from the 1585 printing of Les Les Moyens et Artifice
d’Adiouster ce qui Default Naturellement ou par Accident (Of the
Means to Repair Natural or Accidental Defects). The images are
strong. The leaf has some minor soiling and edge-wear.
It contains Paré’s famous artificial hand accompanied by an
explanation of how its mechanics would function. A second image
shows the back of the hand and the straps used to attach it to a
patient’s arm. The leaf also contains illustrations of a small boot
used to correct “crook-legged/footed” children
Paré, the preeminent surgeon of his time and is considered one of
the fathers of surgery and forensic pathology as well as a pioneer in
battlefield medicine, and prosthetic design. He also had a scholarly
interest in natural history, especially reports of “miraculous” or
“monstrous” creatures and poisons.
We have many other Paré illustrations available here.
$200

Read’Em Again Books #8452
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16. [BOTANY] [HERBARIUM] Herbarium and Record of Analysis. Compiled by Jacob. New York: 1919.
This 8.5” x 11” portfolio contains 35 specimens mounted on the same number unbound folios. All were
collected in May of 1919. A homemade index written on notebook paper is laid-in at the front. All but
the last four of the folios have preprinted forms on the inside left-hand page for recording analyses. The
last four of the folios are homemade.

Specimens are mounted on the inside right page except one which has the mounting on the left and is
without any analysis. The half-leather portfolio, which was published by the Rumford Supply Company of
Lynn, Massachusetts is titled, “Herbarium and Record of Analysis”. The portfolio was purchased from a
New York City estate and includes a colorful Spring-planting map from a 1966 edition of the New York
Sunday News. The specimens and folios are in nice shape. The portfolio has some minor wear and soiling;
two of its six string ties have been trimmed. The name “Jacob” is written inside the front cover in the
same hand as the index and analyses.
The specimens include: Trailing Arbutus, Blue Bell, Hepatica, Plum Blossom, Phlox, Strawberry Blossom,
Lady’s Slipper, Apple Blossom, Aralia Doughnut, Trillium, Pansy, Dandelion, Yellow Violet, Hydrangea,
Lady’s Slipper (2), Huckleberry, Barren Strawberry, Buttercup, Narcissus, Jack-in-Pulpit, Lilac, Pimpernel,
Lily of the Valley, Honeysuckle, Hawthorn Blossom, Star Flower, Bleeding Hears, Horse Chestnut,
Carnation, Periwinkle, Sild Snowball, White Raspberry, Fuchsia, Snowball, and Blackberry.
Each “Record of Plant Analysis” includes descriptions of the specimen’s Root, Stem, Leaves, Flowers
(Calyx, Sepals Corolla, Petals, Stamens, and Pistils), and Fruit as well its Order, Genus, Species, Common
Name, Location, and Date Collected. The location entries are all related to type of locations (damp woods,
sandy soil, etc.) and not geographical places.
$350

Read’Em Again Books #8717

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

17. [BUSINESS & MANUFACTURING] [WOMEN] Production manager’s notebook for Vanity Fair
underwear and stockings. Kept by Howard B. Snader. [Reading, Pennsylvania]: 1922-1929.
This 5” x 7.5” notebook contains 120 pages chock full of manuscript production tables, sizing information,
test results, assorted notes, clothing labels, elastic samples, receipts, correspondence, certifications and
more. A six-page pamphlet extract with information about an automatic sewing machine is laid in. All of
the contents are in very nice shape. The notebook corner shows some wear and is missing its spine
covering.

Vanity Fair, which has grown into a $13 billion clothing conglomerate (Wrangler, Lee, Jansport, Northface,
Vans, Timberland, Nautica, etc.) began in 1899 as a Pennsylvania glove and mitten company. As those
sales began to wane in the 1910s it added underwear to its line. Silk underwear was added in 1913; rayon,
rayon-blends, and hosiery in the 1920s; and elastic, which it used for girdles and bras, in the 1930s. During
the World War II years, the company devoted all of its production lines to making parachutes. After the
war, it began to only use nylon in its products and led in developing pleating, color, and print processes.
In the late 1960s, the company changed its name to the VF Corporation and began buying up other
companies. Interestingly, in 2007, VF Corporation left the lingerie business and sold Vanity Fair to Fruit
of the Loom.
Snader was an important member of the company’s leadership team and served in a variety of positions
including Production Manager, Sales Manager, and Treasurer. No doubt a competitor would have loved
to find this notebook left lying around on a restaurant table, lounge bar, or restroom vanity.
Obviously a unique record of a classic American company’s early years as it built itself into a major lingerie
supplier.
$750

Read’Em Again Books #8803

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

18. [CIRCUS & ENTERTAINMENT] Business scrapbook maintained by an orchestra leader and
carnival/fair promoter. Compiled by Frank R. Graves. New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania: 1929-1938.
This 8” x 11” scrapbook contains 60 pages filled
business cards, stationery, programs, tickets,
clippings, menus, letters, etc. The items are glued
to the page. The pages are clean, but brittle.
Several leaves are only partially attached. Nine
pages containing tickets, cards, passes, and
programs,





$175

10 of advertising, handbills, and clippings,
Another 12 pages containing ephemera
from still larger venues (Westminster Park,
Windsor on the Lake, and the Seneca
Terrace), and
25 pages contain cards, stationery,
clippings, programs, handbills, flyers, and
similar ephemera for the Weyls Production
Company, a carnival and fair agency from Cincinnati.
SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8686

19. [DEAF CULTURE] [EDUCATION] Colorful advertising card featuring Thomas H. Gallaudet, “Dear Old
Hartford”, the National Deaf-Mute College in Washington DC, and illustrations of all the letters of the
American Manual Alphabet. Circa 1875-1880.
Approximately 9” x 5”. A portrait of Thomas H.
Gallaudet is in the center of the card flanked by a
rose and what is now Gallaudet University.
Illustrations of American Manual Alphabet letters
and what is now the American School for the Deaf
(“Dear Old Hartford”) are located around the
perimeter. .The card has some minor edge wear
and a tiny pinhole at the top center.
Gallaudet was a pioneer in deaf education. Shortly
after graduating from divinity school, he was
employed by his neighbor, Dr. Cogswell, to teach his young, deaf daughter, Alice. Cogswell funded a
European trip for Gallaudet to study the latest methods of deaf education. There he convinced a young,
deaf professor from the Institution National des Sourds-Muets à Paris to return with him and open a school
in Hartford in 1817 that today is the American School for the Deaf. Gallaudet married one of his students,
and their youngest child, Edward Gallaudet, became a teacher at the school. After teaching for several
years, Edward was asked by a wealthy donor to open a similar school in Washington, DC. In 1864, his
school, now Gallaudet University, became the first to award college degrees to deaf students.
Exceptionally scarce. As of 2017, no examples are noted by OCLC, none are for sale in the trade, and there
are no auction records listed at the Rare Book Hub or Worthpoint.
$400

SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8880

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

20. [EDUCATION] [ELECTRICITY] [FOLK ART] [MILITARY & WAR] An exceptionally well-illustrated
student’s notebook for a 24-week course at the U. S. Navy Electrical School. Kept by Fireman Second
Class Joseph Camerata. Hampton Roads, Virginia: 1934-1935.
This 14” x 8” ledger book
contains
approximately
230 pages of detailed
hand-written class notes,
drawings,
schematics,
graphs, and charts. The
book is in very good shape
with a sound binding and
moderate wear.
These well-organized and
comprehensive notes were
compiled by Camerata
while attending the Navy’s
Electrical
School
at
Hampton Roads in 1934
and include a tipped-in
graduation
certificate
dated 6 January 1935. In
addition
to
details
regarding electricity there
are sections on motors, storage batteries, telephony, gyro compasses, generators, searchlights, naval and
ship organization, and more.
Camerata’s notebook is a fine example of folk art. Its highlights include nearly 150 meticulously drawn
illustrations, schematics, and charts, many in color. The introduction of each weekly lesson is embellished
with decorated numerals. Several are simple two color blocks, the rest a colorful blend of rainbow and
psychedelia. Camerata also included drawings completely unrelated to his class such as Bonzo the Dog,
Jiggs (from Bringing Up Father), and a sailor delivering a covered food casserole.
Upon graduation, Camerata was assigned to the USS Kanawah, a replenishment oiler that served the west
coast, Canal Zone, Caribbean, and Hawaii. After receiving an honorable discharge at San Diego in 1936,
he hiked to Seward, Alaska where he joined the Marine Cooks and Stewards Union and served the crew,
passengers and the Captain's table on various vessels until 1942. After a short stint as a Second Diesel
Engineer, Camerata enlisted in the U.S. Army and served as the First Mate and Navigator on the Edmond
J. Moram, a military ocean tug. After leaving the service in 1946, he settled on a farm in Fredonia, New
York, where he spent many years tending his Concord grape vineyard.
$250

Read’Em Again Books #8596

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

21. [FAIRS, & EXPOSITIONS] Late 19th-century view book of St. Louis, Missouri, titled, St. Louis . . . The
Metropolis of the Mid-Continent, and the City Selected by the States in the Louisiana Purchase as the
Site of The Great World’s Fair in 1903. St. Louis: The Benesch Art Publishing Company, 1899.
This 48-page promotional booklet measures 5” x 3.25”
and contains 7 text pages describing the impetus
behind the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, early fundraising, and the selection of the host city. 40 half-tone
photos of St. Louis and a Missouri-Pacific Railroad
advertisement. The title was printed showing 1903 as
the date of the celebration, however organizers
decided to delay its opening to allow for greater
participation by other countries, and the cover was
later overprinted with the date “1904.”
Images include Eads Bridge, steamboats on the Levee,
Union Station, City Hall, Merchant’s Exchange, Exposition and Music Hall (now the site of Central Library),
the first Central High School, Washington University (may be the first Academic Hall downtown), St. Louis
School of Fine Arts, St. Louis Public Library (may be the old Board of Education Building), Grant’s Cabin,
St. Louis Fairgrounds, Shaw’s Garden, Cupples Station (a gigantic warehouse and shipping complex mostly
leveled to provide space for Busch Stadium I and Highway 40 ramps), Anheuser-Busch Brewery, etc.
$100

Read’Em Again Books #8719

22. [FAIRS, & EXPOSITIONS] [MARITIME] [MILITARY & WAR] Louisiana Purchase Exposition Broadside:
“Naval Show on the Pike World’s Fair 1904.” St. Louis: Buxton & Skinner Print, 1904.
Approximately 6” x 12”. Printed in blue ink. Advertises the hourly
miniature Naval Show held on the Pike of the St. Louis World’s Fair
from 3 p.m. until closing. Text describes the show. Two rectangular
advertisements (one for Sterling Pianos and one for A.B.C. Beer) are at
the bottom of the broadside along with a blurb touting the Palm
Garden and Café. Light edge wear; three horizontal storage folds.
The miniature naval show was one of the fair’s most popular exhibits.
The 28-ship fleet consisted of scale models of eight battleships, four
cruisers, a number of submarines and torpedo boats, and Admiral
Dewey’s Flagship, the Olympia. The electric-powered vessels ranged
in length from 12 to 21 feet and were built of steel, fully armed, and
equipped with flags, signals and searchlights. During the first part of
the show a battleship, submarine and torpedo boats conducted target
practice. The second showed how the fleet would blockade of an
enemy port, interdict blockade runners, and destroy an enemy sortie.
The show concluded with a review of the victorious American fleet.
$200

Read’Em Again Books #8718

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

23. [FOLK & OUTSIDER ART] [RELIGION] German fraktur manuscript prayer book with slipcase.
Created by Franz Xaveri Warig for Oresencia Kieferin. Probably Pennsylvania, 1807.
The prayer book measures approximately 4.25” x 6.25”; the
slipcase 4.5” x 7”. Complete with frontispiece, title page, author
and ownership page, 273 numbered text pages, and 7-page
index. The exceptionally well-done frontispiece is handdrawn/colored and shows Jesus Christ in prayer next to a large
sunflower under bright sun. The text is a mixture of fraktur and
script.
Elaborate hand-drawn headings and decorations
throughout the text in red, green, yellow, and black-brown
repeat the sun and flower motif. Red leather boards five raised
bands and gilt foliate tooling. The initials “R. G.” are stamped in
the center of the front
cover. All edges gilt.
Sound binding with
intact hinges and
clean pages. Leafedge-gilding is bright;
the cover decorations
somewhat darkened.
The well-worn tightfitting brown-leather
slipcase is structurally sound but missing the top end of its cap.
The book is titled
Sonen Wend: Blumlein
which I believe loosely
translates as Sunshine:
Flowers. The title also
states that it contains
confession and communion vespers as well as daily prayers. On
the reverse is a note that it was compiled by Franz Xaveri Warig
in 1807 for Oresencia Kieferin.
A beautiful handcrafted work of religious, and perhaps personal,
devotion.
$1,500

Read’Em Again Books #8727

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

24. [FOLK & OUTSIDER ART] [OCCULT] [TATTOOS] Early 20th century sketchbook including disturbing
outsider art, perhaps used as a tattoo flash book. C. H. Firm Daigneault & Traveling Artists: Helen
Philbrick, Ren W. Philbrick, and M. H. Daigeault. Hudson, New Hampshire, 1904-1905.
This 8” x 13” repurposed ledger contains approximately 90
pages of illustrations with six additional pages of textual
“harriscopes” (horoscopes) and astrological predictions. Many
of the smaller drawings are similar to primitive, turn-of-thecentury tattoo designs shown at the Paul Rogers Tattoo
Research Center Archives. The illustrations, captions, and
notations are in pencil. The horoscope text is in ink. The binding
is loose, but the pages are firmly attached (some have been
removed). The spine covering has perished.
The artists credit themselves in some captions and within
several designs. Two images depicting tattooed hands include
the names of Helen Philbrick and M. H. Daigneault are
accompanied by the text “artist on hand” and one illustration
shows a hand holding a business card that reads, “Chas. H. Firm
Daigneault & Traveling Artists.” Much of this folk artwork
depicts traditional tattoo subjects including animals, firemen’s
helmets, flags, flowers, fraternal emblems, furls, initials,
mermaids and mythical creatures, religious and occult symbols,
scrollwork, swords, woman’s profiles and legs (some tattooed), etc.
However, many of the larger images depict people and are
more unusual:












A man in formal dress with top hat and cane
A man riding a hog
A cartoonish baseball player
A “Jewish Junk Dealer” named R’Hags
A school teacher
An Irish hod carrier with a jug of whiskey
A Turkish Janissary
Punch with a devil walking on his nose
Jesus Christ on the cross with a lance
A sailor firing a cannon
A fanciful Apache chief

There are also detailed, yet still primitive, drawings of
firefighting wagons (fire engine, chemical wagon, and ladder
wagon), a Lowell & Nashua Rail Road street car, a battleship,

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

a 4-4-0 locomotive, a Civil War battle, a whaling
scene, children outside the Hudson School, and a
coastal artillery battery.
Circus sideshow acts are well represented with
Siamese twins, Taemoto the big footed man, a
Living Skeleton, the Elephant Boy, Madame
Waldon the Fat Woman, a fortune teller, a sword
swallower, an adult-faced baby, a horse without
legs, a two-headed cow, a five-legged chicken, etc.
The fortune teller image has a bubble caption
reading, “See all In this Book – PAY 5¢ For the Boys
BANK”.
The final ten illustrations are bizarre, some
violently so:






“Law giver Moses in 7th Veil of the Temple
Seeing 4 Holy Angels,”
“Worship of the Sun . . . The Dural Sign,”
An Aztec priest cutting the heart out of a
virgin,
A Druidic Yew-Tree Wicker Man, and
A number of torture scenes with naked
victims
o A disemboweled man who has been
nailed to a table,
o A woman being roasted on a spit,
o A bound woman being drizzled with
molten lead
o A man hung by his thumbs, and
o A female about to be forced into an
Iron Maiden.

Certainly unique. As of 2017, nothing similar
found in the trade, in auction records, or OCLC
institutions.
$3,500

Read’Em Again Books #8687
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25. [HUNTING & FISHING] The American Shooter's Manual, Comprising, Such Plain and Simple Rules, as
are Necessary to Introduce the inexperienced into a Full Knowledge of all that Related to the Dog, and
the Correct Use of the Gun; Also a Description of the Game of this Country by a Gentleman of
Philadelphia County [Jesse Y. Kester] Philadelphia: Carey, Lea & Carey, 1827.
First Edition, 2nd Issue. Quarter bound leather. 12mo. Complete with 249 pages,
three etched plates (including frontispiece), a sportsman's journal form, an errata
sheet, and advertisements (one with engraved hunting vignette). The word
"ribbon" (an edition/issue point) appears on line 19 of page 235.
Sound binding. Clean pages. Some foxing to the front endpapers. Very light foxing
to the plates. Owners name stamped inside front cover. Minor rubbing to cover;
some soiling and wear. Very Good.
This is the second hunting/sporting book published in America and the first
written by an American. Howes K-108
$750.00

SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #7884

26. [HUNTING & FISHING] Photograph album depicting activities at a New York hunting and fishing club.
Unknown compiler. Pleasant Lake, [NY]: circa 1900.
This 10” x 12” album has approximately 100 pages (only
about half are used) containing 220 b/w photographs,
mostly 3” x 4”. The photographs are all pasted onto the
album pages and almost all are in very nice shape; a few are
faded or creased. The album has some moderate wear.
The images in this album show a group of twenty or so wellto-do men and women engaged in a variety of outdoor
activities including hunting, fishing, sailing, canoeing, and
berry picking.
The album begins with views of the local railroad station and
many images of the group's mansion in the woods, its log cabins, out buildings and the wood-planked
path to the lake, lake house, and dock. The surrounding forest is heavily featured. There are a number of
interesting group photos showing members posing on rocks and logs or relaxing at the mansion and
campsites. Many photos show successful hunters and fishermen and women proudly posing with their
trophies. Several show food preparation. One is of a live bear standing on its hind legs. A number of the
photos are of a small train station titled Pleasant Lake. (The album came from a New York estate, and one
of the loosened photos of a fisherman has a Lausinburg, New York address on the reverse.)
All-in-all, a very attractive visual record of turn-of-the century outdoor leisure activities of wealthy New
Yorkers.
$400

Read’Em Again Books #8695
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27. [INSANITY] [MEDICINE] [PSYCHOLOGY & PHSCHIATRY] An exceptional collection of . Compilation
attributed to Edward Charles Spitzka, MD. Various sources, 1885-1903.
Approximately 170 scholarly
articles, book reviews, and
newspaper clipping concerning
insanity and psychiatry at the end
of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th. About half
of the items have been glued to
unbound 8” x 10” sheets of writing
paper; the other half are loose.
The scholarly articles and
mounted newsprint clippings are
in very nice shape.
The
unmounted newsprint items are
toned and somewhat brittle. All
are contained in a lightly soiled
dark blue stiff folder with hand-printed labels on its spine and front that read, “Insanity.”
This clippings file is said to have been
maintained by Dr. Edward C. Spitzka, one of
the preeminent American alienists (early
psychologists) and neurologists of the last
quarter of the 19th century. Although
unbound, the articles are arranged by topic:






The extent of insanity in the
population: e.g., Not all going mad
- Dr. Spitzka discusses insanity and
degeneracy, Increase of Insanity in
Great Britain, Lunatics All in 260
Years, Is there an epidemic of
insanity
among
women?,
Psychopathic epidemics, etc.
Insanity research: e.g., Statistics in
Insanity, The Borderland in Mental
Disease, A Treatise on Mental
Disease, A Clinical Classification of
Insanity, Early Diagnosis of Insanity,
etc.
“Lunacy Law”: e.g., Lunacy Law,
Hearing on the Lunacy Bill,
Medically Insane, Criminal Equivalent of Insanity, Crime and Insanity in the United States, Popular

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.














Abuse of the Defense of Insanity, George
Appo is Declared Sane, Prendergast to be
Hanged, Famous Alienists for Mr. Chandler,
etc.
Asylums and Psychopathic Hospitals: State
Care of the Feeble-Minded, Sensational
Journalism and Asylums for the Insane, Odell
Unveils Hospital Frauds, Horrors at an
Asylum, No Clubs in Use There, A Burning
Mad-House, etc.
Treatment: “The Open Door” in the
treatment of the insane, Used hypnotism to
cure insane man, Surgical operations on the
insane, Marvelous cures with Roberts’s
Lymph, Plan to bring reason back to insane,
Types of Insanity: Morbid self-assurance,
Paresis (catatonia) curable declares noted
alienist, Two cases of Folie du Doute
(Obsessive-Compulsive disorder), Shoplifting Mania, Liked to see others suffer (schadenfreude),
Curious Delusions, Wearing out of the brain (dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease), etc.
Outbursts and Violence: Minister had “Ether Jag,” Nurse shot little girl, Mother kills her son, Mad
family fight police, Insane doctor runs amuck in hospital, etc.
Causes of Insanity: Week in morass made him manic, Was driven mad by fright, His gold stolen he
goes insane, Fire chief crazed during rescue, Dies crazed by crematory glare, Misdeeds of son
drove her insane, Crazed by Religion, Driven insane by hypnotism study, Did vaccination do it?,
Sleep potion crazed him, Man with Marriage Mania, Insanity from epilepsy, The psychical relations
of Tuberculosis in fact and fiction, Glycosuria and Insanity, Artist driven insane by his big
panoramic picture, Morphine fiends increasing, Mr. Huneker’s Melomaniacs (people with an
abnormal fascination with music), Insane from cigarettes, Mental symptoms of Neurasthenia
(mental fatigue), etc.
Children: Mental disorders of children, Psychological study of backward children, Mental
defectives, Dull and deficient children, etc.
Famous People: Illustrious lunatics, Cecil Rhodes, C. L. Dodgson (Lewis Carroll), Carrie Nation, John
Barrymore, Lord Byron, etc.
“Euthanasia for Defectives”: Another College Professor Breaks Loose

This folder of articles was purchased from a Spitzka descendent by an antique dealer. Spitzka was a
professor of nervous and mental diseases and of medical jurisprudence at the New York Post-Graduate
Medical College and later served as President of the American Neurological Society. He is most famous
for his groundbreaking psychiatric manual Treatise on Insanity, Its Classification, Diagnosis and Treatment.
More sensationally, he is also remembered for serving as an expert witness at the trial of Charles J. Guiteau
(the man who assassinated President McKinley) and later as the attending physician during the first use
of the electric chair.
$750

SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8689
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28. [LAW ENFORCEMENT] [NATIVE AMERICANS] [WESTERN AMERICANA]Cabinet card photograph of a
Ute tribal policeman. Photograph by David Rodocker. Winfield, Kansas: circa 1890.
Photograph measures approximately 3 7/8” x 5
5/8”; card is 4 1/4" x 6 1/2". The image shows
a very well-dressed Native American policeman
wearing his U. S. Indian Police (USIP) badge on
a vest accented with fur pelts. The vest is worn
over a striped trade shirt. He is also wearing
beaded pants and moccasins as well as a
jeweled ring and what appear to be silver
armbands. The image has been captioned in
the negative, “Dick U.S. Police” and a pencil
annotation on the reverse of the card reads,
“He was a police with the Ute tribe.” Nice
image. Minor soiling. Slightly concave.
After the use of Indians to police the
reservations was first tried with success by John
Clum, agent of the Apaches on the San Carlos
Reservation, Commissioner of Indian Affairs
Ezra A. Hayt recommended the general
adoption of an Indian police force in his annual
report of 1877. Congress approved and
authorized the hiring of 480 Native American
police officers in 1878 and upped the total to
900 in 1879. (See Prucha's Documents on
United States Indian Policy and U.S. Statutes at
Large, 20:86, 315.) Some have suggested that
many of the USIP officers were given Deputy U.S. Marshal commissions that allowed them to cross
jurisdictional boundaries and also to arrest non-Indians.
David Rodocker first opened a studio in Winfield, Kansas in 1871 and traveled throughout the west taking
photos in 1877, 1880, and from 1887 to 1894.
Very scarce; as of 2017, only three other images of a Native American policeman are found in auction
records. One of those images was identical to this one and it identified the policeman as “Dick Wass” of
the “Unitah & Ouray Utah Indian Police.”
$500

SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8715
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29. [MAPS] An Accurate Map of the United States of North America by [Samuel John] Neele. [Glasgow:
Niven, Napier, and Khull, Trongate, 1802]. From A System of Geography: or a descriptive historical and
philosophical view of the several quarters of the world. . . .
Approximately 9.5” x 8” including margins. “Neele Sc. 352 Strand” is printed in the lower right margin. A
nice map with a clear and strong image. Once folded in thirds, now pressed out. Minor soiling. Upper
left corner clipped. No other damage; no repairs. Manuscript annotation on reverse reads, “United States
/ 6/6 / 1802”.

This very attractive map, published just before the Louisiana Purchase, shows the pre-1800 political
boundaries of the United States including Kentucky and the “Tennessee Government” with carved-out
areas identified as “Land reserved for Virginia Troops” and “Land reserved for N. Carolina Troops.” The
Northwest Territory is marked “Divided into 10 States by a Resolve of Congress in 1784.” Land earmarked
for the “Illinois Company” and the “N. Jersey Company” are identified along the Mississippi River just east
of present day St. Louis. Land earmarked for the “Wabash Company” is located at the junction of the
Wabash and Ohio Rivers. Florida, Louisiana, and Upper/Lower Canada are identified along the southern,
western and northern borders. A dotted line off the east coast is labeled “The Twenty League Line.”
Locations of many Indian tribes (Chippewa, Illinois, Miami, Nadowessi, Outigami, Utawa, etc.) are
identified.
Rather scarce. As of 2017, OCLC shows only one example held by an institution. The Rare Book Hub lists
two auction records, and one repaired example is available in the trade.”
$200

Read’Em Again Books #8755
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30. [MAPS] United States of America, Exhibiting the Seat of War on the Canadian Frontier from 1812 to
1815 by [Samuel John] Neele. Leeds: Published by Edwd Bianes (Edward Baines), Aug 5 1816. From The
History of the Wars of the French Revolution . . . Comprehending the Civil History of Great Britain and
France during that Period
Approximately 16.5” x 10.25” including margins. A very nice folding map with a strong, clear image.
Trimmed along the upper neatline. Lightly toned save for along the publisher’s fold where binding tab
was glued to the reverse. Small old paper-tape repair on the reverse to mend a short near-invisible closed
tear at the top of the map.

The map focuses on the eastern half of the United States but also includes the Great Plains region west of
the Mississippi River. In the lower right hand corner, there is an enlarged view of the Lake Erie-Lake
Ontario region, locating the forts that played a role in the War of 1812. The map also identifies many key
locations in the Louisiana, Florida panhandle, and Mississippi theaters including Fort Mims and the
Talapoosa River where Andrew Jackson led the American Army and its Native American allies in the
decisive defeat of the Creeks while in route to the capture of Pensacola and defense of New Orleans. The
general map is filled with tribal locations, settlements, important roads, forts, trading posts, and
topographic information. St. Louis is the western most city; past it, the map shows only Native American
towns. This is one of the first maps to name the Michigan Territory.
Rather scarce in condition this nice. As of 2017, although OCLC identifies many digital copies and reprints
of this map, only four institutions hold physical examples. The Rare Book Hub contains seven auction
records for this map (in widely varying conditions) since 1948, and there are no examples for sale in the
trade. Trimmed along one neatline, so priced accordingly.
$400

Read’Em Again Books #8756
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31. [MAPS] The United States by H. Morse. Boston: Cummings & Hilliard, circa 1821. From Worcester’s
Modern Atlas.
Approximately 18.5” x 11.5” including margins. A very nice folding map with a strong, clear image. Handcolored borders. Tiny near-invisible thin near Montreal and miniscule pinhole near Vevay, Indiana.
Bottom margin is a little narrow.

This is one of the first maps to show Missouri as a state, with the land to the west and north labelled “Part
of Louisiana or Missouri Territory”. The only Missouri cities showing are Cape Girardeau, Franklin,
Herculaneum, Jefferson [City], N[ew] Madrid, Potosi, St. Charles, Ste. Genevieve, and St. Louis. Fort Clarke
(also known as Fort Clark and Fort Osage) is located at the site of present-day Sibley. The Missouri “Lead
Mines” are located between the Bonhomme River [Creek] and Maramec [Meramec] River. An area near
New Madrid is labeled “Earthquake”. The Arkansas Territory stretches west through most of present-day
Oklahoma, and Little Rock is the western-most labeled U.S. city on the map. The North West Territory is
labeled and extends from the northern Illinois border through what is now Wisconsin and Minnesota.
Galvezton [Galveston] and San Antonio are shown in Texas which was then still an integral part of Mexico.
The map is filled with tribal locations, settlements, and forts. The Appalachian mountain range is shown
as is a series of solid lines which may be related to watersheds or geological formations (which are shown
on a much more common geological map by the same publisher).
Quite scarce. As of 2017, no institutional holdings listed at OCLC, no auction records at the Rare Book
Hub, and none for sale in trade.
$750

Read’Em Again Books #8757
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32. [MAPS] Map of the United States of America and Nova Scotia. London: Hinton, Simpkin & Marshall,
1832. From An Atlas of the United States of North America. . . .
Approximately 17” x 11” including margins. A nice map with a clear and strong image. Attractively handcolored. Wide margins. Faint stain along the publisher’s fold where binding tab was glued to the reverse.

A very attractive hand-colored map of the United States filled with information. Shows the 24 states at
the time plus the Arkansas Territory which includes most of present-day Oklahoma. The upper northwest
(present-day Washington and Oregon) is shown as an inset and includes U. S. claims in what is now British
Columbia and the “Boundary by Treaty with Spain 1819”. Pre-independence Texas is shown as an integral
part of Mexico. A label for the Great Desert appears over what is now, Colorado, New Mexico, northern
Texas, and western Kansas and Oklahoma. The Ohio and Erie Canal is shown but unlabeled, and the Erie
Canal is shown and labeled as the “Rochester Canal”.
Somewhat scarce. As of 2017, OCLC shows only two examples held by institutions. Seven auction records
are shown at the Rare Book Hub, and no examples are for sale in the trade.
$225

Read’Em Again Books #8760

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

33. [MAPS] Florida by H. S. [Henry Shenk] Tanner. Philadelphia: Carey & Hart, 1839. Map No. 17 from A
New Universal Atlas. . . .
Approximately 14” x 17.5” including the wide margins. Includes three inset maps of Pensacola,
Tallahassee, and the St. Augustine Harbor, as well as “water route” distance tables for Pensacola and St.
Augustine. Strong, clear image with attractive hand coloring. Very light soiling.

An exceptionally well done pre-statehood, map of Florida published during the Second Seminole War.
The map shows the very few cities and towns within the territory: Alaqua, Apalachicola, Gadsden,
Hickstown, Holmes, Jacksonville, Micanopy, Monticello, Pensacola, Ross, St. Augustine, St. Joseph’s, St.
Marks, Smyrna, and Webbville. This printing of the map, unlike earlier editions, was published during the
middle of the Second Seminole War and locates the sites of the Dades Massacre and the Battle of the
Lozahatchee, as well as all of the principal U.S. Army forts: Ann, Armstrong, Bassinger, Brooke, Call, Center,
Christmas, Clinch, Cooper, Dallas, Drane, Dulaney, Foster, Gilleland, Jennings, Jessup, Jupiter, Keais, Kling,
Lane, Lauderdale, Lloyd, McNeil, Mellon, Pierce, Pointsett, Taylor, Thompson, and White.
Quite scarce. As of 2017, OCLC locates no institutional holdings of this edition; none are for sale in the
trade, and only two auction results are included in the Rare Book Hub database.
$600

Read’Em Again Books #8762

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

34. [MAPS] A New Map of Michigan with its Canals, Roads & Distances by H. S. [Henry Shenk] Tanner.
Philadelphia: Carey & Hart, 1841. Map No. 25 from A New Universal Atlas. . . .
Approximately 14” x 17.5” including the wide margins. Includes an inset map showing the western part
of the Upper Peninsula and a distance table for Detroit Steam Boat Routes. Strong, clear image with
attractive hand coloring. Very light soiling.

This very attractive early map of Michigan shows little development north of the lower two tiers of
counties and only a few identified cities or towns: Benton, Coltrellville, Corunna, Flint, Grand Haven, Grand
Rapids, Hastings, Howell, Mason Centre (no Lansing), McDougalville, Mt. Clemons, Niles, Palmer, Pontiac,
Portland, Remco, Sagnaw, Saugatuck, Tomia Center, Utica, and Vemontville.
Fairly scarce. As of 2017, OCLC shows only three institutions with examples of this printing and three with
examples of other printings, and no examples of any printings for sale in the trade. There are no auction
results of this printing and three of other printings in the Rare Book Hub database.
$400

Read’Em Again Books #8763

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

35. [MAPS] A New Map of Missouri with its Roads & Distances by H. S. [Henry Shenk] Tanner.
Philadelphia: Carey & Hart, 1841. Map No. 28 from A New Universal Atlas. . . .
Approximately 14” x 17.5” including the wide margins. Includes a distance table for St. Louis Steam Boat
Routes. Strong, clear image with attractive hand coloring. Light soiling. A little rough along the left edge
where it was removed from the atlas.

This very attractive map of Missouri, published at a time when settlements were springing up in locations
away from the Mississippi and Missouri rivers shows the state’s network of canals, railroads, and main
roads. This edition labels Kinderhook County which became Camden County in 1843 and Niangua County
which became Dallas County in 1844. Daviess County is misspelled as Davis County. Plattsburg is shown
to be in Clay County, Gallatin in Caldwell County, and Far West is in Ray County. Interestingly, the map’s
well-done illustrations of the highlands in southeastern part of the state contrast starkly with the absence
of any depiction of the considerably higher and more extensive range of Ozark Mountains in the
southwest; no doubt this is the product of relatively little travel and settlement in that region. The Potosi
lead mines are located on the map as are the “Bounty Lands” north of Chariton County. (Bounty lands
were tracts of land set aside as partial payment for volunteers who served in War of 1812.) The Platt
Purchase in the upper northwest of the state is included, however its western border is significantly
different today as the result of changes in the course of the Missouri River.
Rather scarce. As of 2017, OCLC shows only five institutions hold examples of this edition, and one
institution holds a different printing. The Rare Book Hub shows no auction results for this edition and only
two for other editions. No examples are for sale in the trade.
$400

Read’Em Again Books #8764

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

36. [MAPS] Gray’s New Map of Saint Louis by Frank A. Gray. Philadelphia: O. W. Gray & Son, [1877].
Map 129 from Gray’s Atlas of the United States.
Approximately 14” x 17” including the margins. Strong, clear image with hand-coloring.

This attractive map of St. Louis shows the streets of the city in detail. Additionally locations of several
historical sites are shown: 1) Lafayette Park, where Jere Frain laid out the city’s first baseball diamond in
the 1850s, 2) The St. Louis Fairground (now Fairground Park) the site of the annual St. Louis Agricultural
and Mechanical Expositions where the first St. Louis Zoo (consisting of a monkey house, a carnivore house,
a bear pit, and several other attractions) opened in 1876, 3) Tower Grove Park, which had been donated
to the city by Henry Shaw a scant nine years earlier, 4) The Florissant Rail Road, a 16-mile narrow gauge
passenger line that would open the following year and run between the intersection of Olive Boulevard
and Grand Avenue in the city to St. Ferdinand Street in Florissant, 5) Eads Bridge, unlabeled but the only
span crossing the Mississippi River, and 6) Brooklyn, Illinois, the oldest incorporated African-American
town in the United States which was founded in 1829 by "Mother" Priscilla Baltimore (who is buried in
Bellefontaine Cemetery).
Rather scarce. As of 2017, OCLC shows no institutional holding of this printing although two institutions
hold later editions. The Rare Book Hub contains on auction result for a later edition of the map, and three
later editions from the 1880s are for currently sale in the trade.
$150

Read’Em Again Books #8766

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

37. [MILITARY & WAR] Personal letter from the Commandant of the Marine Corps, Archibald
Henderson, to the Secretary of the Navy, Mahlon Dickerson. Washington, DC: 6 July 1837.
One-page personal letter (8” x 10”)
requesting a favor of the Secretary of the
Navy, Mahlon Dickerson, signed by Archibald
Henderson, the Commandant of the Marine
Corps., at the Marine Barracks at 8th and I
Street in Washington, DC The letter is in nice
shape with only some light soiling;
Henderson’s handwriting is legible.
Although he was not the first Commandant of
the Marine Corps, Henderson held that
position for 38 of his 53 years on active duty.
He entered the Marine Corps in 1806 and
served as Lieutenant aboard the USS
Constitution during her famous victories in
the War of 1812.
As Commandant, he
thwarted President Andrew Jackson’s
attempt in 1829 to remove the Marine Corps
from under the control of the Navy and
combine it with the Army. In this letter,
written eight years later, Henderson asks
Dickerson about obtaining a commission in
the Marine Corps for the son of an
acquaintance, a Navy captain, noting that it would “draw closer the ties that unite the Corps to the Navy.”
The naval officer who asked Henderson to obtain a commission for his son was no doubt Captain Thomas
Holdup Stevens, a hero of the Battle of Lake Erie during the War of 1812 and then the commander of the
Washington Navy Yard located a scant three blocks from the Marine Barracks. At the time Steven’s son,
Thomas Holdup Stevens, Jr. had only recently begun attending the U. S. Naval Academy. Apparently
Secretary Dickerson refused the favor as Thomas, Jr. went on to a distinguished career in the Navy,
commanding several gunboats and iron-clad monitors during the Civil War. He retired as a Rear Admiral
in 1881 after commanding the Pacific Squadron.
Outside of correspondence held in federal archives, letters from “The Grand Old Man of the Marine Corps”
are very scarce. As of 2017, OCLC shows not institutional holdings; no others are for sale in the trade, and
there are only two auction records listed at the Rare Book Hub and Worthpoint.
$1,250

Read’Em Again Books #8772

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

38. [MILITARY & WAR] [PHILATELY] Civil War “Across the Lines” private express mail envelope with
special instructional label. Unknown sender. Richmond, Virginia: 26 July 1861.
This 5.5” x 3.25” envelope has two
Richmond, Virginia postal markings: a
circular city postmark dated “Jul 26
1861” and a circular “Paid 10”
handstamp indicating Confederate
postage was paid at the time of
mailing. There is also a bold strike of
circular datestamp that reads,
“Adams Ex. Co. * Louisville, Ky. * Jul
31 1861”. The envelope additionally
has a 3-cent Dull Red, Type II (Scott
#26) postage stamp tied with a blue
grid cancel and matching blue doublecircle blue postmark that reads
Louisville KY. Aug 1 1861. A light blue
label headed "The Adams Express
Company, S. A. Jones, Agent.
Louisville, Ky.” that provides
instructions to northern recipients for
sending letters to the South. The
stamp, postal markings and labels are in nice shape. The envelope has been split at the sides and bottom
to facilitate display of the blue label. The lower third of the envelope front containing most of the address
has been removed. The reverse of the flap fold has old tissue or archival reinforcement.
In June of 1861, federal north-south mail routes were suspended, creating opportunities for private
express companies to carry letters for higher fees (in this case 40¢) than formally charged by the post
office. Adams Express Company had been the primary express service throughout the South and Middle
Atlantic states before the war, and captured almost 80% of the relatively small “across the lines” mail
service after the post office abandoned its north-south routes.

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

Northbound letters, like this one from Richmond, needed to be enclosed in a plain unstamped envelope
and addressed to the Northern recipient. They were then delivered by hand to an express office in
Nashville, Tennessee. Confederate postal fees were paid at the express office or enclosed in the outside
envelope. From Nashville, express couriers carried the mail across the lines to an express office in
Kentucky, in this case the Adams Express Company office in Louisville where U.S. postage was applied and
letters were dispatched through the postal service to their destination.

Express companies only provided this service for less than three months for on 26 August, the Louisville
Daily Journal reported President Lincoln directed that “Officers and agents of the Post Office Department
will . . . lose no time in putting an end to the written intercourse with [the Southern states] by causing the
arrest of any express agent or other person who shall after this order, receive letters for transmission to
or from said states. . . .” (See the Spiegel catalog of 27 May 2010.)
This is an important documentation of written communication between northern and southern civilians
during the Civil War. All “across the lines” express mail is exceptionally scarce, and mail with the blue
instructional label is truly rare as only four known examples have survived. (See Knowles at the Frajola
website, 2017.) The last envelope with a blue instructional label (albeit in better condition than this one
and with an equally rare provisional postmark) sold for $16,000 at Spiegel’s auction of the Stephen C.
Walske Collection in 2010.
$3,500

Read’Em Again Books #8691

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

39. [MILITARY & WAR] [MEDICAL] Small archive pertaining to Captain James S. Johnson and the U.S.
Hospital Steamer Ginnie Hopkins. St. Louis: 1861-1865.
This lot contains four items:







Captain Johnson’s discharge
from federal service, dated
12 September 1865 (6” x
8”),
A letter of recommendation
dated September 12th 1865
at St. Louis, Missouri for
Captain Johnson testifying
to his integrity, morality,
and steadfastness during
“perilous service,” signed by
the Surgeon in Charge of the
U.S. Hospital Steamer Ginnie
Hopkins (8” x 10”),
A cdv of Captain Johnson (identified in pencil on the reverse) in civilian clothes taken at
“Mansfield’s City Gallery, Opp. Entrance to Planters House, St. Louis, MO,” and
A cdv showing an army hospital steamer, presumably the U.S. Hospital Steamer Ginnie Hopkins
tied up to a levee, probably on the Mississippi.

The items come from one of Johnson’s descendants, and all of the items are in nice shape. The manuscript
documents have expected storage folds with some minor splitting. The cdvs have rounded corners and
the hospital ship image has some minor foxing.
The birth of the hospital ship was a direct result of the Union Army’s experience in the Western Theater
of the Civil War. While the river-based transportation network of the Midwest was incredibly important,
military surgeons were well aware that stagnant pond, backwaters, and levies could be breeding grounds
for disease and infections. Initially, the Quartermaster Corps was tasked with using river boats to evacuate
the sick and wounded, however medical missions were prioritized well below the movement of troops,
weapons, ammunition, and supplies. Eventually, the Union Medical Director, J. Simons received approval
from Major General Henry Hallack, the commander of the Department of the Missouri, to charter and
outfit a fleet of steamboats dedicated solely to the transport of sick and wounded. The first hospital ship,
the Nashville, began service in February of 1862, and others soon followed. The vessels, which were kept
in almost continuous operation, generally held four 100-bed wards, each staffed by a medical officer, a
wardmaster, and six or seven mostly male nurses.
Following the war, Johnson returned to his home in the Frankford neighborhood of Philadelphia and
established a very successful upholstery business. He was a well-known and highly respected amateur
naturalist and a noted amateur entomologist (authoring several scholarly articles on Catocala moths) and
ornithologist (collecting over 10,000 specimens of nests and eggs from around the world).
Very scarce. As of 2017, no auction records for other Civil War hospital steamer ephemera or photographs
are recorded at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub. No similar items are for sale in the trade, and OCLC lists only
two physical hospital ship photographs six letters, diaries, and memoirs written by patients.
$750

Read’Em Again Books #8771
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40. [MILITARY & WAR] Pea Ridge March. Composed by Christopher Bach. Milwaukee: H. N. Hempstead,
1862.
Complete with 8 pages including the cover. Bright and colorful
front cover illustration of Major General Franz Sigel on horseback
titled, “Gen. Sigel at the Battle of Pea Ridge / 6th, 7th, 8th March
1862.” A tribute under the title reads, “Respectfully dedicated to
Maj. Gen Franz Sigel, U.S. A.” Clean with light wear. Once bound
in a private volume so a little rough along the left edge.
The decisive defeat of the Confederate force at the Battle of Pea
Ridge in northwestern Arkansas ensured that Missouri would
remain in the Union during the Civil War. By early 1862, Union
forces in Missouri had pushed the Confederate Missouri State
Guard into Arkansas. Of the 10,000 Union soldiers, about half were
German immigrants serving under the command of Franz Sigel, a
German immigrant himself, whom they idolized. At Pea Ridge, in
addition to commanding the two German divisions, Sigel directed
the Union artillery and was, for the most part, responsible for the
Major General Earl Van Dorn’s Confederate force.
Quite scarce. As of 2017, OCLC shows only two examples held by institutions, there are no auction records
at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub, and none are for sale in the trade.
$300

SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8739

41. [MILITARY & WAR] Battle of New Orleans: Musically Illustrated by Charles Grobe. Philadelphia: Lee
& Walker, 1862.
Approximately 10.75” x 13.75”. Complete with 10
pages including the cover. The cover features an
illustration of Admiral Farragut’s Union warships
passing Confederate Forts Jackson and St. Phillip below
New Orleans on 24 April 1862. Minor soiling and edge
wear. Once bound so a little rough on the left side.
The first step in the Union Army’s strategic Anaconda
Plan for defeating the Confederacy was to secure the
Mississippi River beginning with New Orleans. That
task fell to Admiral David Farragut, who draped his
vessels in chain and iron plate, and led the fleet through
the gauntlet of defensive forts
The German-born composer, Charles Grobe, a talented and prolific composer produced a series of rousing
“battle pieces,” like The Battle of New Orleans, that included descriptive text above the musical stanzas
and were issued with stirring and colorful front covers.
Quite scarce. As of 2017, OCLC identifies only one institutional example (although a second is held by the
Library of Congress). None are for sale in the trade, and there are no auction records at ABPC or the Rare
Book Hub.
$250

SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8740
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42. [MILITARY & WAR] [WOMEN] A two-volume Civil War scrapbook kept by an ardent Confederate
woman (and future First Lady of Virginia) from Petersburg, Virginia. Compiled by L. [Louisa] Cameron.
Petersburg, Virginia: 1861-1863.
Both volumes, apparently used geological
journals, measure approximately 6” x 9” and
contain a total of approximately 260 pages
filled with clippings from Petersburg’s Daily
Express, Richmond’s Central Presbyterian,
and The Richmond Sentinel. A number of
items are laid-in, tipped-in, and laid-on
including







A letter to Col. Manning dated 29 July
1862, just before the Seven Days
Battles in defense of Richmond: “Camp
Lee . . . A circular has just come from
General French ordering the Brigade to
move tomorrow at 7 o’clock a. m. with
three days cooked rations in haversack.
Ordered to move to the City road where a guide will meet the Brigade from there to Stephensen’s
Mill on same road 7 miles from town there to await further orders. . . .”
A three-page manuscript poem Dominoes, A Trophy of the Congress by Mrs. Giles B. Cooke, a tribute
describing the success of the iron-clad Merrimack against the wooden ships of the Union Navy,
An unused patriotic envelope with a full-cover Stars and Bars flag with “Jeff. Davis, Pres.t” and
“Alex.r H. Stephens, Vice Pres.t” emblazoned on the red stripes,
A postally used envelope addressed to Louisa’s daughter Lizzie at their Lombard Street home,
A Confederate $20 note (Criswell T-67), and a near indecipherable manuscript poem titled, In
Memorial: Respectfully Dedicated to the Holders of Confederate Treasury Notes.

The newspaper clippings provide a wealth of detailed war information that Mrs. Cameron thought worthy
of preservation, much of it Virginia-related or pertaining to women, including







A description of a skirmish by Captain McIlwaine, an officer from Petersburg serving with the 13th
Virginia Cavalry, and the Obituary of Major H. K. Meade, Jr. of Petersburg,
An article titled the Death of Captain O. Jennings Wise and ex-Governor Wise’s farewell to his son’s
remains (O. Jennings Wise, a Captain of the Richmond Blues, was killed at Roanoke Island while
defending Nag’s Head, North Carolina),
An article about the Election of Officers in the Twelfth Virginia Regiment
Articles about Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson.
Articles related to military battles and actions including, Yankees in Rockingham County, the
Evacuation of Norfolk, the Burning of Hampton, the Battles of Fredericksburg, Port Republic, Second
Manassas, Winchester, and many more,
The Field After the Battle, a graphic description of the carnage at 2nd Manassas: “If the reader can
imagine . . . looking across the country in the direction from which we advanced . . . he will see dead
and wounded lying by thousands as far as the eye can see. The woods are likewise full of them. . . .
The ground is strewn not only with men, but arms, ammunition, provisions, haversacks, canteens
and whatever else. . . . In many places you cannot walk three feet without being compelled to step
over or around a corpse. . . . Today I came across a wounded Federal, who has lain for the last two

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.


















days and nights, where, by extending his hand on either side, he could touch the dead bodies of five
of his companions. One of these he was coolly using for a pillow. How callous men become by
familiarity with the scenes of war.”
An article about General Butler’s
imprisonment of a New Orlean’s lady
who had laughed at him in public, which
probably led to his infamous General
Order No. 28 declaring that any woman
who insulted or laughed at a Union
officer was to be arrested and treated
as a common prostitute,
An article, Career of a Female Volunteer,
about Mrs. Laura J. Williams who
disguised herself as a male, assumed
the name Henry Banford, and fought as
a Lieutenant in an infantry company.
An article, A True Heroine, about Jane
Sansome who guided General Forest’s
forces across an otherwise impassable
river near Gadsden Alabama.
An exhortation from a Savannah woman, titled A Brave Girl, for all women of the South to take up
her pledge “to exchange my hat and slippers for the boots and breeches of the next man who had
rather run than fight, and promise, too that I never will disgrace it by cowardly conduct. If the men
prove cowards at a time like this, it is high time for the women to show what they can do. . . .”
Many speeches and addresses by Jefferson Davis, Robert E. Lee, General Beauregard, and others,
Correspondence between Gen’ls Lee and Grant, relative to the treatment of Negro soldiers. . . .
A letter from Lewis Cruger of South Carolina, to the Committees of Congress on the Confederate
Flag submitting two alternate designs featuring “Star-Spangled Banners” that were intended to
preclude “swindling Yankees to filch from us this grand Southern ballad [and free the song] from the
unhallowed grasp of the Yankees.”
An article announcing the adoption of the Confederacy’s second national flag, the Stainless Banner,
that featured the battle flag of the Army of the Potomac (Gen Johnston’s flag) in the upper left
corner of a field of white. Includes an explanation of why Gen Johnston designed his famous (or
infamous, depending upon your point of view) battle flag as he did,
Approximately 50 poems and song lyrics including Song for Virginia, Printers of Virginia to Old Abe,
Stonewall Jackson’s Way, The Southern Cross, and The Merrimac and The Turtle (both tributes to the
Confederate ironclad,
And much, much more.

About twelve leaves at the end of Volume 3 contain post-war articles about reunions, life during the war,
the death of Stonewall Jackson’s daughter, etc.
Following the war, Louisa’s husband, William Evelyn Cameron became a leader in the Readjuster Party, a
biracial Republican-leaning coalition formed during Virginia’s turbulent post-racial Reconstruction era that
pledged "to break the power of wealth and established privilege" among the planter class and to promote
public education. He was elected Mayor of Petersburg in 1876 and Governor of Virginia in 1882. These
scrapbooks were found in the attic of the old Cameron home in Petersburg.
$4,000

SOLD

Read’Em Again Books #8806
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43. [MILITARY & WAR] [PHILATELY] [WOMEN] Two letters from a female Confederate sympathizer in
Pennsylvania to her aunt in New York City. From Rebecca to Mrs. Cor. R. Disoway. Greenwood,
[Pennsylvania]: 1863.
Two letters, 6-pages, 23 June 1863 and
4-pages 18 July 1863). Brookeville,
Maryland postmarks; one stamp missing.
Exceptional content from a female
Confederate sympathizer regarding the
New York draft riots and General Lee’s
northern campaign including:
“The Confederates have possession
of Frederick [Maryland] and burned
one of the railroad bridges,
consequently the cars advance to
farther than Ellicotts Mills. . . . The
excitement in the city was intense,
streets barricaded with Logheads of tobacco, flour barrels, etc. anticipating a cavalry raid. Have not
the Confeds behaved as true Southerners in Pennsylvania! The contrast is so great between their
conduct and that of the federals on Virginia soil. . . .
Gen. Lee is near Leesburg threatening Hooker and ‘tis said, determined to take Washington. On
Sunday there was an incessant roar of cannon. . . . There must have been a severe battle. . . . As we
sat upon the portico listening to the dreaded sound, I sadly thought of the many poor fellows lying in
agony. . . . We anticipate with foreboding . . . the appearance of either army here. Would certainly
prefer having our Confeds. . . . The excitement is intense. Madison St. barricaded up to Aunt Glenn’s
door. The city being rapidly fortified. . . . We are at a loss to know where is a place of safety. The
papers think Lee intends marching on Pittsburgh. . . .
Through the papers we have terrible accounts of the scenes enacted in your midst this week. . . . These
horrors must have been perpetuated almost before your door but we trust none of you have been in
anyway injured. . . . While such excitement prevails in [New York City] you and your family had much
better pay us a visit. . . . I do not wonder many poor fellows object to the draft, but tis sad to read of
the fiendish delight with which vengeance has been wreaked on many innocent. . . . I hope Mr. Gabriel
Disosway will not be molested. I see the rioters have undisputed sway on Staten Island. . . .
A [Union] wagon train . . . halted a while before our gates, old contraband drivers, who in loud tones
with terrible oaths expressed their detestation of their former mode of life to our servants, had no
respect for the white officers with them and seemed to be on perfect equality. How it made my blood
boil! . . . I saw in a Baltimore paper the marriage of Lieut. Clem Disosway to Miss Mary Lyber. . . but
think during such a fearful times Miss Mattie’s could not have been a joyous wedding. . . .”
Of course, the armies did not again change position as Lee never again marched north. No doubt, Miss
Rebecca was more distressed when she later learned that Lt. Disosway, was murdered at Fort Magruder,
Virginia by a private, perhaps a draftee, who served with him in the First New York Mounted Rifles.
An exceptionally scarce pair of letters. As of 2017, no similar correspondence from a female Confederate
sympathizer living in the North is recorded in OCLC, the Rare Book Hub, ABPC, or for sale in the trade.
$1,250

Read’Em Again Books #8770
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44. [MILITARY & WAR] 19th century scrapbook kept by Rear Admiral Henry A. Walke, United States
Navy for 21 years, 1861-1882.
This large (9”x 14”), thick (2.5”) heavily worn
scrapbook with reattached covers contains
190 pages filled with clippings from a wide
variety of civilian newspapers and military
publications, almost entirely related to the
U.S. Navy. Many of the clippings have glue
stains, and some show edge wear.













Over
fifty
additional
items
(broadsides, a sketch, letters,
pamphlets, documents, newspaper
illustrations,
additional
news
articles, brochures, etc.) are tippedin. Laid in are:
An 8” x 10” photograph of Rear
Admiral Walke with a horizontal and
a vertical fold and mounting scars in
its four corners.
A 10” x 7” photograph of the USS
Supply mounted on a 12” x 10” card
with moderate edge wear.
A 6” x 4” lithograph of the USS
Sacramento mounted on a 9” x 7.5” card with moderate edge wear and captioned in pencil, “U S
Ship Sacramento – Captain H Walke commanding.”
A 7” x 4” photograph of the USS Walke (the first of three ships named after the Admiral following
his death)
A moderately foxed and edge worn engraving with cameo portraits of “Officers of Our Navy,
1861” (Commodore Stringham, Commodore DuPont, Commodore Breese, Commodore Craven,
Commodore Paulding, Captain Ward, Captain Ringold, Captain Foote, and Lieutenant Brain), and
Moderately foxed and edge worn engraved portraits of Rear Admiral Charles H. Davis, Major
General John Pope, and Rear Admiral David Porter.

Walke entered the Navy as a midshipman in 1827, participated in the campaign against Caribbean pirates,
cruised with the Pacific Squadron, protected American commerce off the west coast of South America,
and served with distinction during the Mexican-American War. At the onset of the Civil War, Walke was
the commander of the store-ship USS Supply stationed at Pensacola, Florida. Subsequently he
commanded the gunboats USS Tyler, USS Carondelet, and USS Lafayette at the Battle of Belmont, Fort
Henry, Fort Donelson, Island No. 10, and Vicksburg. During the final two years of the war, Walke
commanded the screw sloop USS Sacramento hunting Confederate commerce raiders off the coast of
South America. Following the war, he served as the commander of the Naval Station at Mound City,
Illinois until he retired in 1871. After his retirement, Walke was appointed as a member of the United
States Lighthouse Board and moved to Brooklyn where he lived until his death in 1896.

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

Of particular interest in Walke’s
scrapbook are many articles that
specifically address his personal service
including:








A large collection of clippings
relating to Walke’s court-martial
for disobedience while in
command of the store-ship USS
Supply for using personal
initiative to rescue the wives and
children of officers and enlisted
men after Confederate forces
captured the Pensacola Naval
Shipyard rather than ignoring
their plight and following an
earlier order to join Commodore
Pendergast’s squadron near Vera
Cruz.
Two short clippings recognizing
Walke’s role as the commander
of the gunboats in the Mississippi
River campaign, specifically
leading the fleet past the heavy
fortifications of Island No. 10 and
the Battle of Belmont, Missouri.
Several clippings relating to the
USS Sacramento and its role in
attempting to corral the CSS
Stonewall, the most terrifying
ironclad cruiser built during the conflict.
A number of clippings pertaining to Walke’s command of the Naval Station at Mound City, Illinois.

In addition to providing specific, detailed information about Rear Admiral Walke’s career, this collection
also provides a unique historical record of late 19th century naval-related events deemed important by a
senior officer in the U.S. Navy.
As of 2007, there are no similar scrapbooks for sale in the trade and no records of holdings or auction at
OCLC, ABPC, or the Rare Book Hub.
$750

SOLD
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45. [MILITARY & WAR] [NATIVE AMERICANS] [WESTERN AMERICANA] Cabinet card photograph of two
Native American soldiers assigned to Troop L, 7th Cavalry Regiment. Photograph by David Rodocker.
Ft. Sill, Oklahoma by a photographer from Winfield, Kansas: circa 1891.
Photograph is approximately 3 7/8” x 5 5/8”; card is 4
1/4" x 6 1/2". The image shows Native American
cavalry troopers in uniform with sabers. Both wear
kepis with Troop L, 7th Cavalry Regiment cap devices.
The reverse of card is annotated in pencil, “The Indians
attended college and were members of the U.S.
Army.” Nice image. Minor soiling. Slightly concave.
Recognizing the success of Indian Scouts that had been
formally assigned to U.S. Army units since the 1860s,
in 1891 Native Americans were allowed to enlist as
full-fledged, regular cavalry troopers. Initial training
was conducted at Fort Riley, Kansas, and three units
were formed: one at Fort Custer in Montana, one at
Fort Wingate in Arizona, and one (Troop L, 7th Cavalry)
at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Troop L was manned with
Comanche, Kiowa, Apache, and Arapaho soldiers.
Although the units never engaged in any combat
actions, all participated in security missions to include
the escort of paymasters. The Army Inspector General
noted in one report that the commander of Troop L,
“1st Lieutenant H. L. Scott . . . is an expert in all that
pertains to Indians, and through his familiarity with
their character, and his ability to deal with them without the aid of an interpreter he has attained the
most satisfactory results.”
David Rodocker first opened a studio in Winfield, Kansas in 1871 and traveled throughout the west taking
photos in 1877, 1880, and from 1887 to 1894.
Very scarce. As of 2017, only one other image of a uniformed Native American cavalry trooper found in
auction records (Cowan Western & Historic Americana, 6-7 Dec 2007). None in the trade; none listed at
OCLC.
$750
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46. [MILITARY & WAR] [MUSIC] World War One photograph album documenting life in the 13th
Infantry Regiment Band. Unknown compiler. Camp Merritt, New Jersey: 1919.
This 11” x 7” album contains over 265 photographs documenting life in the 13th Infantry Regiment Band
while stationed at Camp Merritt after the armistice. The photos, range in size from 2” x 3” to 7” x 10”.
Some of the pages are captioned, and many band member photos are identified by last names. The
album, leaves and photographs are all in very nice shape.

The album includes a group photograph of the band members with their instruments posing in front of
two barracks buildings. A second group photograph titled, “13th Infantry, Camp Merritt N.J. May 1919”
shows about 160 men seated and standing on bleachers. There are about 110 posed photographs of
individual solders; in about 65 of the men are holding their instrument. Other photographs show the men
relaxing in camp and visiting with women. One interesting image shows a soldier using a giant megaphone
to make an announcement, and another shows two soldiers standing in the doorway of a Cresskill, New
Jersey diner. Three photographs are of “Warships on the Hudson,” and there are a number taken while
on leave including one of a baseball game at the Polo Grounds.
The 13th Infantry Regiment was assigned to the 8th Division, one of the last Regular Army divisions to
activate during World War One. Only several of the division’s units had arrived in France prior to the
Armistice, which was signed while the 13th was still at sea. It never landed in France, but instead was
recalled to the States and garrisoned at Fort Merritt, New Jersey.
Military band photograph collections from World War One are very scarce. As of 2017, OCLC show none
being held by institutions, and none are for sale in the trade. There are no auction records listed at ABPC,
the Rare Book Hub, or Worthpoint.
$750
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47. [MILITARY & WAR] Photograph album documenting a Marine’s life while stationed in pre-World
War II Guam. Unknown compiler. San Diego and Guam: [1930]
This 5.5” x 8” album contains
over 40 pages filled with
about 160 photographs
ranging in size from 2” x 3”
to 3.5” to 5.75”. All of the
photographs are attached
with mounting corners.
Most are captioned on the
page in white ink which is
faint but legible. The front
of the album features a
somewhat faded gilt Eagle,
Globe, and Anchor (EGA)
logo with “U. S. Marines”
below. The pages, photos
and album are all in nice
shape.
Most of the images are of Guam, although several show Marines at and views of Hawaii. Another nice
image is of derricks at the Los Angeles oil field, and there are some photos of the transport ship, U.S.S.
Henderson. The Guam images include:











Piti, Apra Harbor, and other scenes of Guam including beaches, thatch buildings, water buffalo,
an outrigger canoe, and a rare snowstorm
Guamanian women
Commercial and military vessels including the Asiatic Fleet
Marines (parades, individuals, etc.) and Marine facilities (barracks, tent camps, etc.)
An identified Marine driving an official staff car with an EGA logo on the door.
Marine aircraft in flight; they appear to be Curtis HS-2L Flying Boats and a Curtis SOC-1
Observation Seaplane.
A Marine artillery battery firing a celebratory salute for Memorial Day, 1930, and using the same
guns during beachfront training; they appear to be French-made Model 1897 75 mm Model 1897
field guns.
A bivouac and convoy with trucks and a 10-Ton Artillery Tractor
And more.

A scarce and very nice visual record of U. S. Marine Corps life in the Pacific in the years between the World
Wars.
$750
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48. [MILITARY & WAR] World War II American prisoner of war handwritten memoir-journal and
photograph album. Private First Class Bernard L. Bourgeois. U.S. Army Rhodes General Convalescent
Hospital at Utica, New York: 1945.
This 12” x 14” album contains 38 pages filled with text
and photographs. Ten pages contain Bourgeois’s
densely filled, pencil-written memoir-journal describing
in detail his combat and prisoner experience Europe
during World War Two. Three pages contain militaryrelated sketches, one a tipped in drawing of a comrade
lying dead on the ground. The remaining pages contain
mostly pre and post war photographs. Two of the
photographs show the same image, Bourgeois lying
nearly naked in a hospital bed probably taken soon after
his liberation. There is also a newspaper clipping,
probably saved by his parents, reporting that he was
missing in action. The album is soiled and edge-worn.
The leaves are brittle and beginning to crumble at the
margins. The text is faint but legible. Most photographs
are in nice shape; one of the hospital photographs,
which is glued inside the front cover is badly worn.
This compelling World War II diary-memoir was written
by a young infantryman while convalescing after his liberation from Stalag 11B where he had been
imprisoned following his capture during the Battle of the Bulge. In it, he describes the horrendous combat
he faced since landing at Normandy and the savage treatment and execution of American soldiers at the
hands of their German captors. Excerpts include:
“We crept along hedge row after hedge row . . . and it
wasn’t long before the Heinies started shooting at us.
We finally took our objective but no sooner were
settling down for the night when we got a counter
attack. . . . 88’s pounded in on us and all we could do
was to stay and take it. . . . It was my Baptism of Fire.
. . My first buddie was killed when we both ducked an
incoming 88. He lay no more than six inches away from
me. I had spoken to him after the 88, I looked up to
finish my sentence but he did not raise his head. There
was a large gushing stream of blood coming from the
left side of his neck. . . . And so it went on for days. . . .
We were desperately low on ammunition. We sent out
secret scouting parties constantly. We all stood guard
day and night until some of the boys started seeing
imaginary Germans in the next hedge row. Six days
and five nights we starved on a leaf or two of cabbage and a few green apples. . . . Medical

Click on any inventory # or the first picture in a listing for more information, additional larger images, or to make a purchase.

supplies were shot to us with artillery, but it was smashed and buried too deep in the ground to
dig out. The Germans ran out of lead so started using wooden bullets but they killed also—
desperately and painful. The 11th of August our water gave out. The 12th the second armored
division reached us. They had broken thru the German Panzers and SS troopers. . . .
Then came the Belgium Bulge. . . . The Thirtieth Division was sent for from . . . Northern Germany.
For three days and nights we rode packed in the back of a truck over Germany’s coldest hills. . . .
Snipers got some of the men. . . . Two tanks poured point blank shells on the Germans and they
flew towards the woods. Our recon had said there were few Germans there but instead there
were thousands. . . . The Germans quickly surrounded the town [and] brought tanks in and fired
point blank at every building killing whoever was within. Closer and closer they came. . . . The
Germans thru hand grenades thru the window and I was wounded in my right hip, my second
wound. . . . We came out with our hands up shouting Comrade. . . .
So we were captured and marched back of the German lines, questioned about every mile and
each time more clothing was taken from us. Our feet were frozen but we dare not stop. . . . We
marched day and nite, eating a small piece of black bread and a bowl of soup with no seasoning
each day. . . . When our men fell out they were shot or hit with rifle butts. . . . And so we kept on
[until] we reached . . . Stalag 11B. There we slept on the floor with no heat. . . . Our men . . .
were wheeled out in wheelbarrows and buried by the prisoners. Our men were made (to) work
very hard clearing bombed towns for the Germans . . . more of our men were killed. . . .
The men were going crazy for want of food. . . . I was carried to a nearby barracks where I was
operated on by a French Dr. . . . I had developed several diseases besides being wounded. . . . I
lay in an improvised cast for over a month with Bronchitis, bronchial Pneumonia, the flue, measles
and mastoids of both ears. But all of this didn’t bother has as much as my foot and leg. . . . I
begged the doctor to take my foot off. . . . Everyone had diseases and lice were as big as a pencil
led and you were covered with thousands of them. They drive you crazy. . . . I lay there with one
blanket on a straw tick . . . with no clothes to put on until we were finally liberated by the Scottish.”
A note on the reverse of the sketch of his
comrade lying dead on the ground with blood
pouring from a gash across his throat, reads "My
first buddy of Malmedy. This is how I remember
him. . . . I do not know his name, therefore he is
my 'unknown soldier' and I know a gallant one
indeed."
Bourgeois’s personal copy of “Work Horse of the
Western Front: The Story of the 30th Infantry
Division and a full transcript of his diary-memoir is included.
Exceptionally scarce. Strong and brutal stuff . . . a side of the war we seldom hear about. Things like this
help you understand why Tom Brokaw called these kids, "the Greatest Generation."
$4,000
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49. [NATIVE AMERICANS] [WOMEN] Two cabinet card photographs of Tonhadel (Broken Leg or Lame)
Laura Tonadlemah Doanmoe Pedrick, an important female leader of the Kiowa tribe. Photographs taken
in Oklahoma by David Rodocker, a photographer from Winfield, Kansas: circa 1890.
Both photos measure about
3 7/8” x 5 5/8”; card are 4
1/4" x 6 1/2". One shows
Laura dressed in traditional
Kiowa clothes, the other in
Anglo-American dress. The
reverse of the first is titled
“Laura Doanmoe Kiowa
before attending American
college.” The other, “Laura
Doanmoe, Kiowa” has “After
attending college.” On the
reverse. Nice image. Minor
soiling. Slightly convex.
Laura was the daughter of
Kiowa war leader Red Otter
and the brother of Head
Chief Lone Wolf. Her first husband, Etahdleuh Doanmoe, a leader in the Plains tribes’ revolt against the
reservation system, was captured and imprisoned in Florida for three years. There, he became one of the
first ‘ledger artists’ and rapidly assimilated to Anglo-American ways. After his release, he became a farmer
and recruiter for the Carlisle Indian School where he married Laura, an intermittent student and strong
proponent of assimilation as well as the improvement of Native American women’s lives.
After Etahdleuh’s death, Laura married William Pedrick, a white blacksmith working for the Kiowa Indian
Agency, and settled in Oklahoma where she became, with the overwhelming support of her people, the
Office of Indian Affairs lead Field Matron for her tribe. As such, she worked tirelessly, instructing women
in cooking, cleaning, sewing, animal husbandry, and health care. She also led religious activities and social
events with the goal of furthering assimilation. She was, apparently, something of a bully and chastised
tribal members who lived “as if each day was to be their last” without a thought about the future. She
belittled members who raised “useless” pony herds for status rather than useful farm animals. She
especially was critical of participants in Ghost Dances and peyote-fueled mescal feasts. This earned her
the enmity of many tribal traditionalists, who with the assistance of a somewhat shady Indian Agent,
unsuccessfully attempted to have her removed from her position. During this time, she assisted James
Moody with his landmark study of the Kiowa. In later years, Laura aggressively lobbied the Department of
Interior for the immediate distribution of $400,000 of Kiowa funds held in trust by the federal
government. (See the Laura Toneadlemah Carlisle Institute Student File held at the National Archives and
“’Right in the Midst of My Own People’: Native American Women and the Field Matron Program” by Lisa
E. Emmerich, American Indian Quarterly, v. 15, Spring 1991, pp. 201-216.)
An exceptionally scarce pair of photographs of an important Native American female leader.
$1,250
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50. [SCOUTING] Baden-Powell March. Composed by Ezra Read. London: The London Musical Publishing
Stores, [1900].
Approximately 10.75” x 14”. Complete with 8 pages
including the cover which is illustrated with a half-tone
photograph of Lord Baden-Powell in his military
uniform. The title is surmounted by a tribute that reads,
“Dedicated to the Heroic Defender of Mafeking.”
Neatly mended spine. Toned with some minor soiling
and edge-wear. Once bound in a private volume so a
little rough along the left edge.
This sheet music was issued in 1900 when then Colonel
Baden-Powell was the commander of the relatively
small British garrison at Mafeking, the capital of the
Bechuanaland Protectorate. At the onset of the South
African, War, the city was besieged by a Boer army at
times numbering up to 8,000 men. Baden-Powell
defended led a heroic resistance to the siege for 217
days until it was broken by a flying column of some
2,000 British soldiers, including many South African
volunteers. With the lifting of the siege, Baden-Powell
became a national hero.
A small military booklet “Aids to Scouting” penned by Baden-Powell during the siege became a best-seller
in England and, in effect, launched the world-wide Boy Scout movement. Some have even suggested that
Baden-Powell’s inspiration for the scouting movement stemmed from the service of the Cadet Corps, an
organization of boys who stood guard, served as messengers, and assisted in hospitals during the siege.
Very scarce. As of 2017, OCLC shows only one copy held by an institution (the British Library) and there
are no auction records at ABPC or the Rare Book Hub. Only two others damaged examples are available
in the trade.
$250
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51. [THEATER] New York Theater Broadside for Our Boarding House at Henry Abbey’s Park Theater.
New York: A. S. Seer’s Theatrical Printing and Engraving Establishment, [1877].
Approximately 9.5” x 21”. Clean with very light
edge wear and the expected storage folds
The new Park Theatre, located at Broadway and
22nd Street was constructed by Dion
Boucicault, an Irish actor and playwright famed
for his melodramas, but he apparently sold his
interest before it opened in 1874. The venue
was beset by financial problems and debt from
the beginning, and it was shut down by the
sheriff on several occasions. In 1876, after
hiring Henry E. Abbey, one of the preeminent
theater managers of the late 19th century, it
finally found success and became an important
venue. Unfortunately, at the height of its
popularity in 1882, it burned to the ground.
Our Boarding House ran for 104 performances
at the theater in 1877. It was a near plotless
comedy revolving around the rivalry between a
crackpot inventor and a fanatical grain
speculator who lived in the same boarding
house. Although panned by critics, it was a
popular success and launched the careers of its
co-stars, Stuart Robson and W. H. Crane, who
became Broadway’s favorite comedic duo for
years.
$150
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52. [THEATER] Scrapbook titled, “Celebrities of the Actor’s Fund Fair – 1892,” documenting all aspects
of the fair from its initial planning in January until its dissolution in June. Compiled by Francis Wilson.
New York City: Collected in 1892 and scrapbook-mounted in 1901.
This large (11” x 16”), well organized scrapbook
contains more than 150 leaves with hundreds of
newspaper and periodical clippings including entire
pages from Fair Topics: Devoted to the Interests of
the Actor’s Fund Fair. All are identified and neatly
mounted in chronological sequence. The contents
and most leaves are in very good condition. Covers
are missing and the first and last few leaves show
some resulting wear and soiling. Francis Wilson has
signed and dated one of the preliminary pages.
The album begins with articles about the feasibility
of a fair, appointment of an executive committee,
and debates between those in support and
opposition. It continues with early reports of fundraising success and the proposed design of the
fairgrounds to be erected within Madison Square
Gardens. Wilson has included over thirty clippings
of portraits from various sources including William
Dean Howells, John Hay, and Edward Bellamy with
pages from the Fair supplement to The New York
Sunday Press with half-tone photos of over thirty performers and producers who would be participating
including Maurice Barrymore, Agnes Booth, Daniel Frohman, Lillian Russell, Edwin Booth, and Joseph
Jefferson. There are articles about on-site fundraising including the sale of souvenir silverware, jewelry,
and other goods at a “curiosity shop.” A guide of “What to see at the Fair” includes descriptions of a Globe
Theater and Shakespeare’s home, Tenney’s confection booth, Lotta’s Punch Bowl, a display featuring the
works of Harriet Beecher Stowe, a bronze portrait of Edwin Booth and more. There are many detailed
articles about Joseph Jefferson’s opening of the fair and more about the on-going fair activities. The album
concludes with summaries and reviews of the fair after its closing and all pages of The Actor’s Fund of
America . . . Eleventh Annual Report.
Although the Actors Fund of America was founded in 1882, the support it provided the theater community
was limited in scope until it sponsored this fair, which was the first time the profession was accepted by
society and raised $163,000 from influential benefactors (John Jacob Astor, Andrew Carnegie, J. Pierpont
Morgan and Cornelius Vanderbilt) that enabled the charity to provide performers and their families with
assistance including burial plots in a Brooklyn cemetery and accommodations in The Actors’ Fund Home.
This is an important record of a landmark event in entertainment history compiled by an important
member of the theater community. Francis Wilson, the founding president of Actors Equity, began his
career in minstrel shows before moving on to comic opera and Broadway. He was a close friend of Edwin
Booth and the author of several theater biographies include that of James Jefferson.
$750
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53. [TRAVEL] [WOMEN] Independent young Pennsylvania woman’s travel journal-scrapbook
documenting her tour of Europe. Kept by Mary B. McKnight. Europe: 1895.
This leather-trimmed, canvas-covered journal measures approximately 6’ X 7” and contains approximately
130 pages of text, tickets, clippings, photographs, letterheads, pressed flowers, and other ephemera. All
of the ephemera is attached, some pasted down and some tipped in. Sound binding with clean pages.
Some minor wear and soiling to the cover. The written text is clear and bold. Some of the ephemera has
folds, creases, and edge wear.

McKnight was a single, 28-year old young woman from a prominent Pittsburgh family, the daughter of
Charles McKnight, an author and newspaper owner. McKnight’s journal begins on 23 March 1895 in Rome
and concludes with a letter home written in Paris on 2 July. In between are detailed accounts of her travel
though Italy, the Vatican, France, Switzerland, Germany, Gibraltar, and Spain including descriptions of
countryside, cathedrals, museums, cities, events, hotels and people she visited along the way. There are
approximately 80 small (1.25” x 1.5” to 2.25” x 3.75”) photographs and/or photographic reproductions
interspersed throughout to illustrate her daily writing, along with illustrated hotel letterheads, a
complimentary ticket to visit the Vatican Apostolic Palace, the calling card of the U. S. Ambassador to Italy,
assorted tickets and programs,, a multi-page “Cook’s Special Ticket” for Madrid and Seville, a colorful
passenger list for voyage on the Norddeutscher Lloyd ship Kaiser Wilhelm II from Genoa to Gibraltar, a
pair of visa-like tickets permitting McKnight to stay in Gibraltar, an elaborate Wagon-Lits ticket from
Seville to Madrid, a colorful bullfight ticket, pressed flowers, a pair of color illustrations showing a train
compartment set up for morning and night.
A very nice illustrated record of an independent young woman’s three-month travel adventure in Europe.
$850
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54. [WOMEN] An extensive memory book-photograph album documenting a young women’s life from
around age 11 to 23. Compiled by Hannah “Cary” Purcell Bruton. Primarily Maryland and North Carolina:
1914-1927.
This 12”x 7” album contains 100 pages
filled with almost 400 photographs, over
200 pieces of ephemera, about 40
newspaper clippings, pressed flowers,
and uniform buttons. The pages have
neatly torn away from the binding but
are otherwise in nice shape. Most of the
photographs are in very good condition;
a few are overexposed or faded. Many
have been trimmed to shape. The
ephemera is in nice shape, and the
clippings are toned, creased, and worn.
Everything has been glued to the pages.
Cary mounted most of her photographs
in the first half of the album and used the second part to collect her ephemeral mementoes. The earliest
item is a photograph dated 1914 and the oldest is an adult Girl Scout leaders registration card dated 1927.
Within each section the items are mounted in only partial chronological order.
The photographs include Cary’s family and friends from the Wellbrook neighborhood in Baltimore, class
photos from both elementary and high school (Western High School), many Girl Scout events, outings at
Baltimore parks (Druid Hill and Gwynn’s Falls), vacations at Ocean City Maryland and Ocean City New
Jersey, her brother at Cornell University, and trips—most likely by her brother(s)—to Texas, Utah, and
Pennsylvania. Some of the later photos show Cary’s fiancée/husband and his sign painting business. The
ephemera includes letters, dance cards, tickets to sporting events, cartoons, clipped signatures and seals,
menus, etc.
Highlights include:











$400

Several Girls Scout registration cards, the earliest from 1920.
A photo of Cary’s brother and friends with muddy, disheveled, and torn cloths after a day of hazing
at Cornell.
A photo of two male friends in a cart being pushed by three young African-American boys
captioned, “The white elite and their faithful slaves.”
Many sports photos (baseball, football, and hockey).
Photos of adult Girl Scout “Lieutenants” in World War One military style uniforms.
A “treasure’ map apparently given to Cary by her fiancé that led to the site of his marriage
proposal as well as the paper that wrapped her engagement ring.
The first love-letter written to Cary by her husband after their marriage.
Uniform buttons and badges - Marion Military Institute and Carolina Military-Naval Academy.
A letter to Cary signed by the Mayor of Baltimore, Howard W. Jackson.
An envelope marked “Private” with four photos of a pajama-clad couple embracing in bed and on
a sofa.
A clipping from a rotogravure newspaper page featuring a portrait of Cary as a member of The
Maryland Feature Film Corporation, and much, much more.
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